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1. All learning 
engages the 
physiology. 2. The 

brain/mind is 
social. 

3. The search 
for meaning is 

innate. 

4. The searching 
for meaning 

occurs through 
patterning. 

5. Emotions are 
critical to 
patterning. 

6. The 
brain/mind 

processes parts 
and wholes 

simultaneously. 

7. Learning 
involves both 

focused 
attention and 
peripheral 

perception .

8. Learning is 
both conscious 

and 
unconscious. 

9. There are at 
least two 

approaches to 
memory.  

10. Learning is 
developmental. 

11. Complexity learning 
is enhanced by challenge  
and inhibited by threat 

associated with 
helplessness and/or 

fatigue .

12. Each brain is 
uniquely 
organized.

Brain-Based Learning 
Human beings are living systems

The three essential elements
 Relaxed alertness 
 Immersion of learners in a complex 

experience 
 Active processing experience

Caine & 
Caine Brain-

Based 
Principles 



Rehearsal
 Rehearsal increases retention!
 Brain seeks for meaning!

Sensory 
memory

Short-term 
memory

Long-term 
memory

IN OUT

Retrieval

Maintenance
rehearsal

Attention

Information 
retrieval

Elaborative rehearsal

Environmental
stimuli



Classroom Activities



Linked-Skills Activities 
 One focus at a time! 
 Brain needs challenge!
 Brain needs novelty!

Linked 
skills 

Linked 
contents 

Language spiral up in terms 
of complexity

Repetition in different skill 
areas

Rehearsal



Topic
•Topic  of 
interest
•Warm up

Reading
•Short factual 
text
•Comprehension
•Language
•Expand
•Feedback

Listening
•One minute
•Comprehension
•Language
•Expand
•Feedback

Speaking
•Opinion
•Discussio
n
•Debate
•Language
•Feedback

Readin
g •Opinion 

text
•Discussio
n
•Opinion
•Debate
•Language
•Feedback

Writing
•Review
•Search
•Write

Presentatio
n •Review 

correction
•Language
•Presentation
•Discussion
•Opinion
•Debate
•Language 
•Feedback

Complexity increases

Homework

Correction/Feedback

Linked-skills activities
 Interesting lessons motivate students to think more deeply!

5 hours of class 



Ser

Estar
Presente

Futuro
Simples

Pretérito
Pretérito
Imperfeito

Language foundation

My biography
Sustained 
practice 

Building Up Activity 
 Practice makes sticky, stable, more automatic and faster!

10 weeks 



 No new knowledge without old knowledge!

 Allow brain to extract patterns!



Feedback

Awareness

Self-correction

Accuracy

The sooner the better!
 Feedback should be clear, specific, and focused on a task or language.



Repetition and Rehearsing in Reading

Before, during, and after reading activities
Create opportunity to see language content several times by completing tasks
Help learners identify:

 what they have already mastered
 what they still need to practice
 what is completely new

Apply what they learned with the text

Before During After Beyond



Before Reading Learner-
centered

Review language content they 
have been exposed 

to and/or activate previous 
knowledge 

Vocabulary

Real world/life 
knowledge

 Learning is developmental!
 Learners can comprehend more effectively if individual differences in maturation,

development, and prior learning are taken into consideration.



Beginner level Intermediate level

 Learning is developmental!



During Reading         Focus on 
the text

 Learning involves both focused attention and peripheral perception!
 Learners' attention is deepened and multiple layers of the context are used to support 

learning.

Help learners focus on 
different parts of the text 

Track 
Comprehension

Identify new 
language 
content  



Beginner level Intermediate level

 Learning involves both focused attention and peripheral 
perception!



After Reading         Student and text-
centered

 Each brain is uniquely organized!
 Learners can comprehend more effectively when their unique, individual talents, 

abilities, and capacities are engaged.

Present opportunities for learners to 
apply/share what they read in the text

Learners tell what 
they learned with the 

text

Review language 
content



Beginner level Intermediate level

 Each brain is uniquely organized!



Beyond Reading Activities

Beginner level

 Check for comprehension in English
 Go beyond: learners use the language outside the specific content of 

the text

 The brain/mind is social!
 Learners have the capacity to 

comprehend more effectively 
when their needs for social 
interactions and relationship 
are engaged and honored.

 The search for meaning is 
innate!

 Learners have the capacity to
comprehend more effectively
when their interests, purposes
and ideas are engaged and
honored.

Intermediate level



Language Lab Role



Lab Activities 
 Activities are aligned with classroom lessons, student’s needs and teacher’s 

recommendation. 

Fi
rs
t 
4 

w
ee

ks
 

Level 1 
1. Talking 
about 
personal 
information 
and daily life 
using the 
Present and 
the Simple 
Future
2. Answering 
and asking 
questions

Af
te
r 
8 

w
ee

ks Level 2
1. Talking 
about work 
and life 
experience 
using the 
Present and 
the Past
3. Answering 
and asking 
questions

Af
te
r 
16

 w
ee

ks Level 3
1. Giving 
opinion about 
a topic
2. Practicing 
speaking at 
length 

Af
te
r 
22

 w
ee

ks Speakin
g
1. Informal 
conversation
2. 
Presentation 
about a topic
3. Interview

Ex
tra

 a
ct
iv
iti
es Reading

1. Factual
2. Factual
with some 
opinion 
3. Opinion
and details
4. Opinion
and cultural 
references 

Recording sessions 

++

Complexity 
increases

24 weeks 



Written Feedback



Written Feedback!
 Feedback should be clear, specific, and focused on a task or 

language!



Audio 
Feedback

Virtuoso

Soloist



Trust
Foundation
Maximizes learning
 Empathy and positive responses
Strong relationships and safe 
classroom environment

Emotions and Motivation
Create opportunities for success
Accomplishment affects student’s 
self efficacy, self-confidence and 
self-esteem

A supportive, empowering, and 
intrinsically challenging 
environment



“Remember, teamwork begins by building 
trust. And the only way to do that is to 
overcome our need for invulnerability.” 

Patrick Lencioni

Everybody on the same page
Cooperation
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